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To celebrate the holy month, Dune London 
is pleased to announce a collaboration with

Dubai-based influencer, Deema Al Asadi, on a
beautifully curated edit of Ramadan styles.   

Deema is well-known within the fashion
community as one of the Middle East’s most  

inspirational influencers. Lauded for her 
adventurous and unique style, Deema was 

invited to Dune London’s headquarters to work 
closely with the buying, design and creative 

teams to select her favourite pieces and bring 
her exclusive Ramadan edit to life through a 

highly anticipated campaign and fashion film.

Capture the magic of Ramadan with Dune 
London’s signature silhouettes, adorned 

with hand-placed beading, ornate corsage
embellishment and diamante detailing. 

Discover elegant kitten heels, modern mules
and scene stealing heels alongside 

beautifully coordinated handbag styles, 
designed for holy month celebrations and

beyond.

The perfect blend of Deema’s impeccable taste
and Dune  London’s expert craftsmanship,

discover The Ramadan Collection.

Available exclusively at www.dunelondon.me
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Embellished with a combination of gold and bronze or silver and 
iridescent heat-sealed crystals for all-over sparkle – these timeless 

sandals are set on a chrome-plated heel to help you shine 

SCENE STEALING SHINE
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MARLOWE - 65 BD

SCENE STEALING SHINE

MARLOWE - 65 BD

MALIAH - 72 BD MALIAH - 72 BD
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SPARKLIE - 32 BD

SCENE STEALING SHINE

ESMES - 52 BD EMSES - 52 BD
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Designed with beautiful black or rose gold bugle beads to 
catch the light, these elegant evening styles will carry you 

effortlessly f rom day to night

UNDERSTATED ELEGANCE
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MADELIN - 72 BD

*

UNDERSTATED ELEGANCE

MADELIN - 72 BD

CALISE - 65 BD

BRYSTOL - 59 BD

CALISE - 65 BD

BRYSTOL - 59 BD
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Elevate your Ramadan look with our range of styles adorned 
with heat-sealed iridescent crystals – inspired by the Aurora 

Borealis northern lights

CRYSTAL HAZE
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CRYSTAL HAZE

BRYSTOL - 59 BD

MADELIN - 72 BDCALISE - 65 BD
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Crafted f rom premium satin and an intricate interlocking  
beaded trim – take your pick f rom our range of sophisticated 

silhouettes, designed to walk you through f rom dawn until dusk

SOPHISTICATED SATIN
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SOPHISTICATED SATIN

CASSILA - 72 BD CASSILA - 72 BD

MAELANI - 65 BD MAELANI - 65 BD 

BREILLA - 52 BD BREILLA - 52 BD 



Crafted from metallic leathers, each style in this collection features an

ultra-feminine floral corsage, with hand-stitched petals and a signature crystal

knot embellishment in the centre

CORSAGE DETAILING
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CORSAGE DETAILING

MEADOW - 72 BD MEADOW - 72 BD 

CLEMATIS - 72 BD CLEMATIS - 72 BD 

BRYNIES - 49 BD BRYNIES - 62 BD 
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Introducing our new premium metallic lurex - this range of 
bestselling silhouettes now boast even more shimmer to  

light up your Suhoor nights

LUXE LUREX
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LUXE LUREX

MULBERRIE - 62 BD BRYNIE - 59 BD 

CALIOPE - 52 BD MEGS - 52 BD 
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Shop the collection

dunelondon.me

Shop the collection


